Travel Itinerary
ITINERARY
Day 1-2 - Hometown  Beijing
•
•
•
•

Travel on the international luxury flights to Beijing with food, movie, and entertainment included in-flight.
Arrive in Capital International Airport -Terminal 3, the largest, modern, and magnificent airport terminal in the world. A
travel agent representative greets you. Gather baggage, then transport to downtown Beijing for hotel check-in.
Beijing is the China’s political, economic, cultural, and educational center and is one of the six ancient capital cities of
China. Its rich cultural ancient past has been the heart and soul of politics and society throughout its long history.
If you have enough time, you may choose to participate in tourist activities at your own expense.

Day 3 – Beijing (B,L,D)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HOTEL: DOUBLETREE by Hilton or similar 5-star level

HOTEL: DOUBLETREE by Hilton or simiiar 5-star level

Awake and enjoy breakfast and morning Qi Gong practice with Master Hong and embark on a full day of Beijing Feng
Shui and ancient rich cultural locations.
Visit the Forbidden City - six centuries of rich history, having experienced 24 emperors between the Ming and Qing
dynasties. Master Hong discusses some of the significance and symbolism of the magnificent carvings and
architecture.
Visit the Grand Palace building
Followed by Tiananmen Square, with an external view of the National Grand Theater, often referred to as "pearl of
the lake."
Later that afternoon, tour the Summer Palace - modeled after the southern landscape of China, with its large-scale
natural landscape garden.
Also view the largest and most well preserved imperial garden in China, known as the Royal Garden Museum.
Lastly, visit the most famous jewelry city in China. Finish the day with a wonderful meal with Master Hong and your
travel group with rich, delicious flavors of world-famous Beijing Roast Duck. Wrap up your evening with a
spectacular acrobatic show.

Day 4 - Beijing (B, L, D)
•
•
•
•

Day 5 – Beijing and Xi’An (B, L, D)
•
•
•
•

•

•

HOTEL: GRAND MERCURE HOTEL

Begin your journey into Xi'an, one of China's seven ancient capitals, also the world-class historical city, the starting
point of famous "Silk Road". Here you will experience the magnificent monuments of civilization. Learn why the
location and situation of every single monument greatly impacts Chinese civilization.
Begin the day by visiting the Big Wild Goose Pagoda – built in the Tang Dynasty over a thousand years ago.
Followed by a tour of the Bell Tower - the largest, and best-preserved bell in China. Climb the tower; view the unique
perspective of the magnificent city of Xi'an. Master Hong teaches the premise behind the Bell and Drum tower of the
city and how it has impacted its populations throughout history.
Afterward, enjoy the flavors of a rich meal of traditional Chinese dumplings and other healing foods.

Day 6 - Xi’an (B, L, D)
•

HOTEL: DOUBLETREE by Hilton or simiiar 5-star level

Awake and enjoy breakfast before heading out for another adventurous day!
After breakfast – Master Hong leads us to the Temple of Heaven where emperors of the Ming and Qing dynasties
worshipped heaven and prayed for an abundant harvest.
Then head to the magnificent Great Wall. This important military barrier from the Ming Dynasty stretches for
numerous kilometers, such as a dragon in the mountains. Wear your running shoes if you’re looking for an even more
exciting perspective!
Later, depart for Beijing Olympic Park, visiting the external view of the Bird's Nest- the main Olympic stadium, and
the Water Cube, the giant blue and mysterious "bubble", which is the home of the Grand National Swimming Center.

HOTEL: GRAND MERCURE HOTEL

Awake in Xi’An, and enjoy a magnificent breakfast, offering many various healing foods. Master Hong may make
recommendations for specific health conditions.
Set off to visit the "eighth wonder of the world," the Terracotta Warriors - regarded as the largest underground
military museum in the world. The layout of the figurine pit is so unique and empowering, with the terracotta warriors
and horses arranged in the pit as if ready for battle. Master Hong goes deeper into the significance and symbolism of
this location and layout, from a micro to a macro perspective.
Later stop and purchase clay terracotta imitation figures for friends or relatives.

Day 7 - Xi’an  Nanjing (B, L, D)

HOTEL: JIN LING HOTEL or similar 5* level

•After breakfast, fly to Nanjing, one of the seven ancient capitals of China.
•Upon arrival, visit the Zhongshan Mausoleum, location of the tomb of Sun Yat-sen and its subsidiary memorial
buildings. The mausoleum was built such that it clings to the mountainside with a magnificent view. The grand hall is a
palace-style building, with the banner "Democracy, Civil-Rights and Well-being" on the lintel.
•Visit the jade factory.
•Followed by time spent at the Confucius Temple which has almost a thousand years of history. It has not only been an
ancient cultural and educational center, but also a premier cultural and educational location. Confucius has been
commemorated here.
•Dinner by Qinhuai River, near the Confucius Temple, enjoy the unique tastes of Qinhuai flavor.

Day 8 – Nanjing  Huangshan Mountain (B, L, D)
•
•
•
•

HOTEL: INTERNATIONAL HOTEL or similar 5* level
After breakfast, ride to Huangshan.
Upon arrival, visit Tunxi Ancient Street, located between the mountain and the river, dating back hundreds of
years, the building style of the Southern Song Dynasty reveals its ancient and elegant energy through unique
architecture.
Spend time meandering along the pedestrian street, known as "Real-life View by Riverside in Qing and Ming
Dynasty," with its uniformly brown stone deep and narrow streets. You are taken back to walking during the Song
dynasty.
Shops line both sides of the street with their all brick-wood structure, unique and exquisite wood-carved window
lattice and sculpted horse heads standing between the houses. This all constitutes the architecture group style of
Huizhou. Enjoy the Hui style residential areas of the Song Dynasty, this area is also known as the "Song
Street".

Day 9 - Huangshan (B, L, D)

HOTEL: BEIHAI HOTEL or similar 4* level
•After breakfast, take a sightseeing cable car to Huangshan Mt. Scenic Area.
•An ancient Chinese saying goes, "never see the mountains after touring the five famous mountains, and never see these
mountains after touring Huangshan Mt." The scenery of Huangshan is stunningly beautiful, famous for its pine trees,
rocks, and sea of clouds. The movie Avatar used this area for filming because the scenery all year round offers
magnificent energy. The trees, rocks, waterfalls on a rainy day, and clarity of air offers an astounding location to relax,
practice qi gong, and exercise. The ever-changing scenery of light, fog, and illuminated rocks reveal this part of
China’s natural beauty.

DAY 10– Huangshan  Hangzhou (B, L, D)

HOTEL: GRAND METROPARK HOTEL or similar 5* level

•In the early morning, watch the spectacular SUNRISE on Huangshan. The moment just before the coming of dawn, a
glowing red "fireball" jumps out of the sky, flames ablaze. The veil of fog lifts to expose peaks of rocks. The entire
mountain becomes immersed in hundreds of colors, delicate and elegant.
•Take the cable car down the mountain, and drive to Hangzhou, known as "the most beautiful and luxurious city in the
world." Master Hong discusses the rich tea culture and the healing properties of white and green tea of this region.
•Upon arrival, visit the Qinghefang Antique Streets, walk into the street, stroll the brick road, lots of Ming and Qing style
architecture on both sides, spontaneously walk into the old days.

DAY 11 – Hangzhou  Shanghai (B, L, D) HOTEL: GRAND MERCURE BAOLONG Hotel or similar 5* level
•

•
•

After breakfast, take a boat tour throughout West Lake, encompassing beautiful lakes, mountains and many
attractions. West Lake is known as "the paradise on the earth." As time and light changes throughout the day, the lake
reveals its many perspectives. Find out the deeper significance of this location through Master Hong’s Feng Shui
teachings.
Visit the Fish Sight in Flower Harbor, one of West Lake’s ancient beautiful sights followed by the famous Longjing
Tea House.
After a scenic drive to Shanghai, enjoy shopping along Nanjing Road, formerly known as "ten-mile foreign field," has
now become known as the shopping paradise. Enjoy a stroll along the Bund, where dozens of various western style
buildings appear with wonder in both daylight and night, with their lights, known as the "Thousands style Building
Expo Group".

DAY 12: Shanghai (B, L, D)
•
•
•

HOTEL: GRAND MERCURE BAOLONG Hotel or similar 5* level

After breakfast, visit the antique Taoist Chenghuang Temple.
This area is hopping with urban energy, surrounded by various shops which embrace the energy of old time shopping.
This still very prosperous commercial district brings you to experience the traditional culture of Shanghai.
Visit the new Pudong Area and feel Shanghai’s economic boom, which has put it on the world map as an
international metropolis: modern skyscrapers and highways extend in all directions, including the Oriental Pearl
Tower, Jinmao Tower and World Financial Center.

DAY 13 - Shanghai (B)
•After breakfast, enjoy free time before transferring to the international airport, fly to return home, ending your memorable
trip of China.

